Mountain Navigation Assessment Criteria
For leading in higher mountain terrain.
In addition to the skills required for moorland navigation, you will be assessed
on your ability to navigate efficiently in mountain terrain which is open,
uncultivated and remote (more than half an hour’s travelling time from a
road or refuge). This type of terrain is prone to restricted visibility due to bad
weather, and linear features are often lacking or misleading. You may be
asked to demonstrate the following additional skills (maps as for moorland).





















A high standard of ability to identify contours and significant ground
shapes from the map and to use these for navigational purposes
A reliable method of distance judgement in various types of terrain,
either by pacing or timing. This should be sufficiently accurate to be of
significant use on featureless terrain or in restricted visibility
Use of map and compass for “continuous relocation”, by such
techniques as a “check list” of contour features such as changes in
slope angle and aspect, bearings along line features or on slope
aspect, and back bearings from identifiable points
An ability to navigate safely and accurately through hazards
An understanding of the physical and navigational demands of high
mountain and moor, and the effects of fatigue and discomfort on
decision making
Ability to judge distance travelled on the ground using techniques such
as timing
An ability to navigate away from linear features in poor visibility
Contour interpretation skills, appropriate to moorland terrain
The ability to take accurate magnetic bearings from the map, and use
them for direction finding on the ground over long distances
The use of simplification strategies like attack points and aiming off,
check points, coarse & fine navigation
An understanding of the relevant map symbols, and scales
The ability to measure distances on the map and on the ground
Some ability to interpret contour formations and relate them to features
on the ground
Understand the principles of the magnetic compass and ability to
identify the cardinal points, and an ability to use these in conjunction
with the map to determine your direction.
The ability to make appropriate route choices in the event of having to
deviate from your planned route
The ability to employ appropriate relocation strategies
Ability to use six figure grid references
An ability to orientate the map to the ground
Use of linear features as 'handrails'

